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VNG testing made futureproof
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Touch the future of balance
VisualEyes™ is the assessment tool of choice to IDENTIFY abnormalities within the VESTIBULAR system. Objectively document abnormal eye movements caused by traumatic brain injury (TBI); Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV); Labyrinthitis and many other peripheral and neurological pathologies.

The innovative binocular design of the goggles includes the following key features:
- Full field of view with a minimum +/- 45 degrees horizontal and +20, -25 degrees vertical
- Integrated external focus knob and built-in software controlled fixation lights
- Comfortable, light-tight and easy to clean goggle
- Mirrors are mounted below eye level to reduce eyelid and eyelash interference.
- Goggle weight 10.5 oz. with cover
  8 oz. with cover removed
- Designed to utilize high speed cameras that can record at up to 100 Hz
- Goggle mounted button switch allows you to start, stop and escape testing in Dix-Hallpike and Positional tests
VisualEyes™ is the assessment tool of choice to identify abnormalities within the vestibular system.
Objective documentation of vestibular and balance function is critical to the correct diagnosis of the balance disorder patient. Spectrum™ software provides your clinic with standard testing protocols as well as protocols that will give you unique assessment capabilities.

**Standard protocols**
- Gaze
- Positional
- Dix-Hallpike
- Caloric
- Pursuit
- Saccade
- Optokinetic

**Unique assessment capabilities** (some may require hardware or software enhancements)
- VHT - Video Head Impulse Test through VORTEQ™
- Active Head Rotation AHR through VORTEQ™
- Dynamic Visual Acuity (DVA-Test) through VORTEQ™
- Pupillometry
- HVT 3D Eye Tracking - torsion measurement for ocular counter roll
- EOG amplifier to add ENG electrode recording capability
- Consensual Light Reflex (CLR)

**Consensual Light Reflex**
Developed at the request of our interested neurology professionals to help find oculomotor nerve lesions, the CLR examines the integrity of the retina, ipsilateral optic nerve, ipsilateral oculomotor nerve and the contralateral oculomotor nerve.

**HVT 3D eye tracking**
Torsional eye movement measurement provides a unique assessment of otolith function through an ocular counter roll test protocol.
- User selectable iris segment
- Torsion is recorded on one eye at 100 Hz with one degree accuracy
- Compensatory eye position is measured when the patient’s head is tilted 45 degrees left or 45 degrees right

**Patient populations that can benefit from micromedical’s multi-dimensional assessment approach include:**
- Traumatic Brain Injury
- Stroke
- Vestibular Loss
- Ototoxic Reactions
- Neurological Conditions
- Migraine
Providing Insight into the Complexity of the Balance System.

Discrimination of the extent and progress of peripheral and central vestibular disorders begins with a good patient history as well as effective and accurate instrumentation. Micromedical specializes in designing equipment that allows clinicians to test patients of all ages as well as evaluate many healthy individuals who seek to improve their visualvestibular-motor function capabilities in order to optimize their physical performance.

Target stimulus options
While the Digital Light Bar is available as a standard stimulus, utilizing a large TV or LCD Projector have gained in popularity due to the variety of images that can be used for Optokinetic stimuli. Stripes are used most commonly, however a checkerboard pattern produces a strong response as well. For pediatric testing a variety of custom images are available.

Turnkey System hardware includes either Mid-tower or Laptop computers with Window® OS. Additionally all systems include Micromedical’s proprietary EyeMax video recording and management. EOG option is available through a DataLink and the VORTEQ™ option is available through a V-Link.
As interest increases in Video Head Impulse Testing (vHIT), the most economical and efficient way to add this protocol to a clinic test paradigm is to acquire it as an option on VisualEyes. The VORTEQ™ vHIT allows binocular eye movement to be video recorded allowing the clinician the ability to clearly observe compensatory catch up saccades indicative of a vestibular loss in the stimulated semicircular canal. All six canals can be tested individually as shown in the sample report, below.
EyeMax™
An integral feature of our Spectrum™ Balance Software, EyeMax™ provides real-time eye video images large enough to see minute eye movement detail. During analysis or report interpretation a scrolling time marker allows you to directly correlate the eye movement tracing with minute eye movements and any ocular torsion present in the video playback.

Turnkey system hardware
Computer: Choose either Mid-Tower or Laptop configuration with Windows® OS (computer hardware shown in photos may differ from what is supplied with your system due to our commitment to provide you with the latest technology).

Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.

Advanced concepts in caloric irrigations
- Full software integration of Micromedical’s Air FX™ air caloric irrigator and Aqua Stim™ water caloric irrigator
- Single mouse click eye centering removes the need to adjust cameras
- Freyss caloric diagram or Fixation Index

Caloric summary
At a glance, Unilateral Weakness is identified graphically in both bar graph and Freyss diagram displays.
Science made smarter

Interacoustics is more than state-of-the-art solutions

Our mission is clear. We want to lead the way in audiology and balance by translating complexity into clarity:
- Challenges made into clear solutions
- Knowledge made practical
- Invisible medical conditions made tangible and treatable

Our advanced technology and sophisticated solutions ease the lives of healthcare professionals.

We will continue to set the standard for an entire industry. Not for the sake of science. But for the sake of enabling professionals to provide excellent treatment for their millions of patients across the globe.

Interacoustics-us.com

Go online to explore our full product range

Eclipse VEMP
Vestibular investigation

VisualEyes 505
Video Frenzel

VisualEyes 525
Complete VNG solution for balance assessment

Product specifications
All technical and hardware specifications concerning all products can be downloaded from our website.